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By adding this scale to your vocabulary, youâ€™re able to add a bebop vibe to any minor family chord in
your jazz solos. Major Bebop Scale Coming out of the major scale, the major bebop scale is used to add a
sense of tension and release to your maj7 solos.
Master the Bebop Scale â€“ Theory, Patterns, and Licks
How Do You Practice Minor Bebop Scales? A great way to practice this scale is to set up a iim7-V7 vamp in
one or more keys. Then, practice improvising using the Minor Bebop Scale over the iim7 chord, followed by
the Dominant Bebop Scale over the V7 chord.
10 Jazz Scales You Should Know | Freejazzlessons.com
The book starts out with the basic dominant bebop scale. the next section deals with what I call â€œBebop
Scale Linksâ€•. These are small phrases or patterns that can be inserted into the bebop line to add variation.
Mastering the Dominant Bebop Scale (PDF Book)
F7 Å“Å“Å“bÅ“Å“Å“bÅ“Å“ Mixolydian Scale 1 3 5 Å“Å“bÅ“Å“Å“bÅ“Å“Å“ 2 4 6 8? Å“Å“Å“bÅ“Å“Å“bÅ“nÅ“ F7
Dominant (V) Bebop Scale 1 3 5 Å“Å“Å“bÅ“Å“Å“bÅ“nÅ“ 1 3 5?Å“Å“bÅ“nÅ“Å“Å“Å“bÅ“
Scale Deï¬•nition - Major Bebop Scale - New York Jazz
The bebop scale is a dominant scale and has the same function in a key as the Mixolydian scale. Here is how
the bebop scale is usually applied: On dominant chords: the bebop scale is used to play over dominant
chords, such as the 5 in a 2-5-1 progression or the dominant 7 chords in a jazz blues progression.; On minor
chords: the bebop scale can also be used to play over minor chords.
The Bebop Scale - Theory, Diagrams, Patterns & Licks
The bebop scale is a dominant scale and has the same function in a key as the Mixolydian scale. Here is how
the bebop scale is usually applied: On dominant chords: the bebop scale is used to play over dominant
chords, such as the 5 in a 2-5-1 progression or the dominant 7 chords in a jazz blues progression.; On minor
chords: the bebop scale can also be used to play over minor chords.
The Bebop Scale - Theory, Diagrams, Patterns & Licks
After that, I teach you 47 great bebop links to add to these scales. These â€œbebop linksâ€• are short
melodic ideas that sound great when added to the minor ii-7b5 V7b9 bebop scale. They add melodic content
to the jazz lines being improvised while creating new and fresh directions and textures.
Mastering the Minor ii-7b5 V7b9 Bebop Scale (Digital PDF Book)
Learn Jazz Guitar Scales and Scale Patterns with the Matt Warnock Guitar Jazz Scales App Have any
questions or comments about this lesson? Visit the 21 Bebop Scale Lick thread at the MWG Forum.
jazz bebop.pdf | Jazz | Scale (Music) - Scribd
The other bebop scale that you need to know is the major bebop scale. The b6 is an effective passing tone to
add melodic motion to your solos over major or dominant chords. The addition of the b6 creates natural voice
leading within the scale that lends a melodic character:
How To Master the Bebop Scale in Jazz Improvisation â€¢ Jazz
Repeating a lot these exercises, many times a day, you will internalize the Bebop feeling and will pass to use
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this scale like a master in innumerous music contexts, even those far from the Jazz context.
Learn all about Bebop scale - bebop jazz | Simplifying Theory
The dominant bebop scale can alternatively be thought of as a major scale with a minor seventh note added.
The dominant bebop scale can be used to play jazz lines over a dominant chords (e.g. C7, C9, C13, etc.).
Minor Bebop Scale. Minor bebop scales can be used to improvise over minor 7th chords, such as those
found in 2 5 1 progressions.
Bebop Scale Guitar Tab, Notation & Fretboard Diagrams
jazz method - david baker - vol 1 - the bebop scales.pdf - Download as PDF File (.pdf), Text File (.txt) or read
online. Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site. Search Search
jazz method - david baker - vol 1 - the bebop scales.pdf
The two most common Bebop scales are the Dominant Bebop Scale and the Major Bebop scale. Less
common variants include the Bebop Dorian Scale, the Bebop melodic minor scale, and the Bebop harmonic
minor scale.
Bebop Scales - Jazz Scales for Improving your Improvisation
The basic ingredients in music are SCALES, CHORDS, MELODY, RHYTHM, and HARMONY. Jazz
educationâ€™s purpose is to give you the basics you need in learning to play jazz or to improvise.
OF EDUCATION - Jamey Aebersold Jazz: jazzbooks.com
The bebop scale gets its name from the bebop era of jazz in the 1940s and early 1950s. The Charlie Parker
and Dizzy Gillespie (et al) era of fast tempos, complex chord progressions, twelve key compentency,
instrumental virtuosity.
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